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feeling/experience. Thereafter, the dogs had to distinguish between

the magnet and two similar non-magnetic objects in the following

trainings of increasing difficulty. In the final series, the dogs had to

identify the magnet in a three-object-choice, where they could not

rely on their visual and olfactory sense. The statistical analysis of

all test series clearly reveals that dogs are able to sense and identify

a magnetic field. This experiment elucidates that the dogs’ sensory

environment is even richer than previously assumed. Furthermore,

by introducing dogs as a cognitively flexible and widespread study

species, we contribute to the research field of magnetoreception,

where many questions remain unanswered.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mambio.2016.07.039
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In 1955, in the 111th year of its existence the Berlin Zoological

Garden got a new competitor: Fed up with their citizen crossing

the sector border just for visiting the Zoo the GDR opened a new

zoo in the eastern part of the former German capital. The so called

Berlin Tierpark was a prestige object, almost five times bigger than

the old western zoo. Due to the lack of raw material and workers

the Tierpark was built by the East-Berlin people after work and in

their free time. From now on both zoos became rivals. They were

representative places, where guests of state were received. As well

as the two political systems the both directors were eyebal to eye-

ball: On the eastern side there was Heinrich Dathe, the so called

“Grzimek of the GDR”, who was one of the most popular men in

eastern Germany. On the western side there was Heinz-Georg Klös

who was a genious in squeezing money out of managers and politi-

cians making his zoo the one with biggest variety of species in the

world.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mambio.2016.07.040
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In this study, home range sizes, activity patterns and habitat use

of leopards (Panthera pardus) were studied in Luambe National Park

and a bordering hunting area in Zambia. Two female and three male

leopards were radio tracked to answer these questions.

Home range sizes calculated with MCP-95% resulted in

28–56 km2 for males and 3–42 km2 in females; Kernel calculations

resulted in 33–81 km2 in males and 3–17 km2 in females. Analysis

of habitat use and activity pattern of the leopards showed differ-

ences between males and females. During 24 h observations all

leopards showed a minimum activity and movement during hours

around noon, whereas maximum movement and activity were doc-

umented before sunrise and before sunset.

In contrast to male leopards, females were mainly distributed

in dense forested areas. Generally, according to the Jacob-Index,

most of the leopards tended to prefer denser vegetation types and

rather avoided grassland. This is likely correlated with the fact that

certain dense vegetation types are preferred by the chief prey of

leopards such as grysbok (Raphicerus sharpie), bushbuck (Trage-

laphus scriptus) and impalas (Aepyceros melampus). Nevertheless,

grassland may offer also an important hunting habitat that more

likely is used predominantly by male leopards.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mambio.2016.07.041
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Members of the taxon Cervidae (deer) are known to share antlers

as an apomorphy. While extant cervids are characterized by the

unique traits of these cranial appendages (branched structure, burr,

regenerative nature), the origin of the clade and antlers respectively

has a long tradition as an issue in phylogenetics. The fossil record

of antlers is excellent, but hitherto comprehensive investigations

have basically considered external anatomy only, neglecting histo-

logical information. Here, we review the conflicting hypotheses and

(distinctive) underlying data as well as systematic consequences.

Further, we present novel research results based on �-CT imag-

ing of the earliest fossil antler-like appendages. By examination of

longitudinal histological traits we are able to reconstruct growth

patterns and to demonstrate their correspondence with principle

structures in extant antlers and underlying physiological processes,

respectively. Beyond that, our results allow for a critical assess-

ment of stem cervid systematics. Overall, we present evidence for

a minimum age of Cervidae of at least 20 Ma (contradicting and

predating previously suggested 16 Ma, 11 Ma, and others) as well

as an early diversification of stem cervids exhibiting different kinds

of beam-less antlers.
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